
TERMS OF REFERENCE

LEASE OF TWO (2) UNITS OF FORENSICATOR PACKAGE

I. INTRODUCTION

This digital forensic package is for incident response and digital
forensics. It enables tiie user to acquire and examine potenb'al electronic
evidence from a wide array of devices. Hence, comprehensive reports can be
produced using said tools.

II. SCOPE

It should provide the following software specifications - Digital Forensics
Platform:

1. Installation and Licensing

1.1 Core Application - Single install file for tiie application and database.
There should not be a need to Install and configure a separate
database.

1.2 Core application may be Installed on Windows, Linux or Mac OS systems
1.3 No dependency on the installation of MS-Offlce to view and analyse MS-

Office documents

1.4 Licensing should be dongle-based and convenient to update/upgrade
using license files.

2. Processing throughput, hardware, and backend database support

2.1 Proven or documented capability to process up to 2 terabytes of data
within 24 hours

2.2 Simple case migration/upgrade functionality. Large data sets can be
processed using a sincle server fDell R730 or equivalent) with the
flexibility to distribute processing across multiple systems.

2.3 Ability to support Elastic search as a backend database

3. Processing capabilities

3.1. Capability to de-NIST files for exclusion of system files from processing
3.2. Capability to exclude/ include tiles based on MIME-type
3.3. Capability to pre-filter data before processing
3.4. Capability to perform forensic data recovery (deleted file recovery and

carving from unallocated space)
3.5. Display processed tile statistics after processing (summarized by file

type, show the number of corrupted and/or encrypted files)
3.6. Capability to add additional evidence into the same case
3.7. Capability to specify evidence processing settings and to reprocess case



evidence using different processing settings
3.8 Capability to conduct light metadata scans (file type identification and

MD5 hash analysis) for quick forensic triage
3.9. Capability to create digest lists as well as import digest lists such as

NSRL, iLook and Hashkeeper

4. File type and language support

4.1. Ability to process/support a large range of flies including but not limited
to the following:

4.1.1 Forensic Images (AccessData FTK, Guidance Software EnCase,
Ceilebrite UFED, Micro Systemation XRY, X-Ways, dd images)

4.1.2 Common load file formats - including XML, Autonomy and
Concordance.

4.1.3. Messaging Formats (Bloomberg, Reuters, Skype, iOS Message)
4.1.4.Mobile Devices (Apple backup. Android backup. Blackberry)
4.1.5. Email (Microsoft EDB, Lotus Notes NSF, IMAP, POP, HP TRIM)
4.1.6.Archives (Zantaz EAS, Symantec Enterprise Vault, EMCCentera)
4.1.7.Cioud Storage (Amazon S3, Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive)
4.1.8. Databases (SQLite)
4.1.9.System Files (Microsoft Registry, Internet Browser History, DLL)
4.1.10. Log files (Windows event logs, IIS, Apache, Logstash (with

GeoIP))
4.1.11. Network captures
4.1.12. Nuix case format

4.2. Support for Windows: FAT, FAT32, NTFS
4.3. Support for Linux: EXT2, EXT3, EXT4
4.4. Support for Mac OS: HFS+, HFSX
4.5. Support for foreign languages (please list languages supported/

recognized)

5. Analysis and Investigation capabilities

5.1. Exception identification

5.1.1. Ability to identify file signature mismatches
5.1.2. Ability to identify encrypted/ password protected files
5.1.3. Ability to identify non-searchabie PDF's
5.1.4. Ability to identify files with no extracted text
5.1.5. Ability to identify corrupted flies

5.2. Ability to perform global dedupilcation and custodian-level deduplication
5.3. Ability to identify dominant language or presence of certain foreign

language scripts within documents
5.4. Ability to automatically identify images with potential nudity or offensive

content



5.5. Ability to perform review of common video formats through automatic
thumb nailing of screen captures at fixed intervals

5.6. Ability to automatically identify and cross-reference crucial intelligence
including telephone, credit card, monetary amounts, bank account and
social security numbers and email and IP addresses

5.7. Ability to plot locations on a map using IP address geo-positloning
or GPS data embedded in photos

5.8. Ability to index and view Windows registry
5.9. Ability to drill into forensic artefacts with a hex viewer
5.10. Ability to identify exact duplicates and near duplicates based on analysis

of contents

5.11. Ability to perform automated clustering of similar files and allow
comparison of similar files

5.12. Ability to perform individual keyword search with nearly
instantaneous returns. Keywords should be highlighted and the
system should have ability to display text around the keyword to
provide context

5.13. Ability to load keyword lists
5.14. Support for the following advanced search functions:

5.14.1. Wild cards

5.14.2. Boolean

5.14.3. Regular expressions
5.14.4. Exact searches

5.14.5. Fuzzy searches
5.14.6. Proximity searches
5.14.7. Range queries
5.14.8. Phrase Queries
5.14.9. Metadata Search

5.14.10. Communication Field Search

5.15. Support for tags, multi-tiered tags, and comments
5.16. Advanced search expression builder to create queries based on

keywords with additional filters such as file type, file size, file creation
date range, comments, and tags.

5.17. Ability to display email conversations in a graph to show timelines and
threads

5.18. Must be able to provide text summarization of documents
5.19. Capability to exclude specific items from analysis

6. Other Features

6.1. Integrated OCR
6.2. Support for automated workflows
6.3. Ability to load custom metadata
6.4. Ability to customize metadata profiles used during analysis
6.5. Ability to reioad decrypted/ password cracked files and overlay

these on top of the original encrypted/ password protected files
6.6. Export to native format as well as convert emails to MSG and PST
6.7. Built-in visuai analytics for intuitive analysis of file creation patterns,

completeness of data set captured, intersection set of responsive



files between multiple keyword listsor tags
6.8. Capability to export visualizations into PNG
6.9. Capability to customize memory allocation for Ingestion/ processing,

analysis and file exports for optimized performance
6.10. Capability to track case and item level history within case files
6.11. Support for scripting using non-proprietary coding languages
6.12. Support for customized entity searches using Regular Expressions
6.13. Support for automated workflows or standardized and/or customizable

templates
6.14. Capability to export selected items into a subcase
6.15. Capability to merge two cases into a compound case
6.16. Capability to import tags and annotations
6.17. Capability to export system diagnostics information for ease of

troubleshooting
6.18. Capability to integrate with Voice to Textsolution
6.19. Capability to use a password list to try and open password

protected/encrypted documents
6.20. Facial detection

6.21. Ability to display other relevant evidence within time-based or location-
based proximity of a specific evidence item

6.22. Able to integrate with Photo DNA
6.23. Abie to support analysis of Call Data Records (CDR's)

In addition, the software license to be delivered and installed based on the
technical specifications below:

1. System Chassis (Casing); Must be housed in a semi-rugged computer
case with sturdy handles
2. CPU: 17 CPU with at least 10-cores, and processor base frequency of
3.3 GHz

3. Liquid All-In-One CPU cooler
4. RAM: At least 64GB DDR4, non-ECC, but expandable to 128GB in the
future

5. Internal Configuration:
-RAIDS: Three 6TB SATA HDDs (evidence)
-RAIDO: Two 4TB SATA SSDs (data/output)
-One 1 TB NVMe SSD (0/S and TEMP)

6. Video Card:

Standard Memory Config: at least 11GB GDDR5X
Memory Speed: 11 gbps
Memory Interlace Width: 352-bit
Memory Bandwidth: 484
Front Panel Write Blocking Device- Supports SATA interface for 3.5" or
2.5" storage devices
Power Supply: about 850 Watt 80-plus Platinum rating
LAN; Integrated Gigabit LAN
Storage: 8 SATA Gbps ports, M.2 socket PCIe



Audio: Multiple-channel high-definition
USB ports: at least 4x USB2, 4 USB3, and 2 USB 3.1 Gen2 Type-A & USB
Type-C
Form factor: ATX

External Configuration:
-Triple Burner (Blue-Ray, DVD, CD)

Accessories: Wired keyboard and mouse
Monitor: 24" LED with speakers

1 X 3.5" Hot-Swap SATA hard drive bay

Other Software:

1. MS Windows 10 Professional, 64-bit
2. Linux-based virtual machine with

administration tools

forensic and system

The Supplier should have demonstrable skills and experience in translating
technical analysis requirements of law enforcers in developing bespoke digital forensic
equipment.

The Supplier shall provide technical training of the proposed system/solution to
the end-users.

III. DELIVERY DATE

Within 30 calendar days from the receipt of the notice to proceed.
Supplier must provide Manufacturer Letter of Authorization to bid, and
provide demonstrable proficiency in providing technical support for mission-
critical mobile forensic systems.

IV. TERMINATION

The DOJ has the right to test, evaluate and accept the software license
before acceptance. Prospected bidder must be Certified Distributor and have
authority to sell, deploy, manage and provide support services issued by the
product owner/manufacturer.

Prepared by:

Noted and

IDA MERCEDES T. RICAFORT

Administrative Officer V

ed by:

JED S^RWIN G. UY
Z-Director

OffTce of Cybercrime


